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Introduction 

As early as 1930, Munch realized the paramount significance of the symplasmic cell 
connections for the intercellular communication and formulated the classic concept of 
the continuous plant symplasm. According to Gunning (1976), plasmodesmata can be 
regarded as the structures which elevate a plant organism from a mere collection of in
dividual cells to an interacting community of living protoplasts. Moreover, Lucas et al. 
(1993) emphasized the central role of plasmodesmal connectivity, trafficking, and regu
lation in physiological or developmental processes. The latter authors raised the issue 
that plants might be organized as supracellular, rather than multicellular organisms. 

Indeed, the correct timing of the developmental processes and a coordinated physi
ological functioning of the mature plant in its entirety require the concerted action of 
the different cell types which can hardly be understood without intensive intercellular 
communication. At present, it is common opinion that communication between plant 
cells largely depends on the existence of plasmodesmata which allow electrical signal
ling (see Chap. 4), diffusion of small molecules (see Chap. 5), and presumably even the 
exchange of informational macromolecules like mRNA and proteins (see Chap. 11). 

With certainty, on the other hand, a plant organism does not represent one single 
symplasmic network with unlimited plasmodesmal connectivity and communication. 
In order to guarantee the differential functioning of cell types and tissues their auton
omy must be warranted to a certain degree. It is to be expected that the amount of 
symplasmic connectivity at the different cell interfaces is precisely controlled corre
sponding with the particular functional demands. Not all the cells within the plant or
ganism are symplasmically interconnected in the same way (see Chaps. 12, 13). Plas
modesmal connectivity differs depending on the particular tissue type or on the de
velopmental state of the plant. Given the diverse tasks of the different types of cells and 
tissues, it is likely that their communication and transport channels have to meet a 
multitude of specific requirements as well. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that 
the distinct cell interfaces within the plant organism vary with respect to their plasmo
desmal connectivity and the structural and functional properties of their cell connec
tions (cf. Robinson-Beers and Evert 1991). 

Over the past decade, evidence has been accumulated that the plant organism has a 
complex symplasmic organization. As structural and functional analyses suggest, the 
plant symplasm is obviously subdivided into distinct operational subunits and func
tions as a system of cell clusters, the so-called symplasmic domains (Erwee and Good
win 1985). The cells within such a domain are symplasmically interconnected by plas
modesmata, show intensive communication, and cooperate as a functional unit. How
ever, no symplasmic exchange occurs across the domain borders, as cells belonging to 
different domains are symplasmically isolated from each other. The distinct symplas
mic domains are equipped to fulfil their respective function and therefore may differ 
with respect to the frequencies and the functional peculiarities of their plasmodesma
ta. Evidence is at hand that symplasmic domains are often established permanently, 
due to irreversible modifications of the cell connections (see Lucas et al. 1993; McLean 
et al. 1997). Particularly in the course of developmental processes, reversible modifica
tions of plasmodesmata have also been observed which might lead to the formation of 
temporary symplasmic domains (e.g. Kwiatkowska and Maszewski 1985, 1986; van Bel 
and van Rijen 1994; Ehlers and Kollmann 1996b). 
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The intention of this chapter is to summarize the available information on the sym
plasmic organization of the plant organism with special emphasis on the physiologi
cal and developmental consequences of the plasmodesmal connectivity, the function
al variability of plasmodesmata, and the occurrence of symplasmic domains. 

2 The Mature Plant: Plasmodesmal Frequencies, 
Functional Variability of Plasmodesmata, 
and the Occurrence of Symplasmic Domains 

In order to estimate the plasmodesmal connectivity and to calculate the functional 
transport capacity between the plant cells, numerous publications have dealt with 
structural analyses of the plasmodesmal frequencies, which normally vary between 
about 0.1 and 10.0 llm -2 cell wall interface (reviewed in Robards 1976; Robards and 
Lucas 1990). The rationale of counting plasmodesmata is very simple. The different fre
quencies of plasmodesmata between the distinct types of cells or tissues might mirror 
a functional capacity. The higher the number of plasmodesmata observed at a given 
interface, the higher the potential for symplasmic transport and intercellular commu
nication might be. On the other hand, a small number or an absence of cell connections 
might indicate a bottleneck in symplasmic continuity or even symplasmic isolation. 

In an attempt to visualize the available transport pathways within the plant tissues 
and to allow a quick interpretation of the potential symplasmic connectivity, tabulat
ed data on plasmodesmal frequencies were transformed into two-dimensional dia
grammatic presentations, the so-called plasmodesmograms (van Bel et al.1988; Botha 
and van Bel 1992). In these diagrams, the striping density between individual cell 
types reflects the respective plasmodesmal frequencies (see Fig. 1). 

However, some general problems should be considered when calculations of the 
symplasmic connectivity are based on the plasmodesmal frequency data (Fisher 1990; 
Botha 1992; Botha and van Bel 1992; see also Robards and Lucas 1990; van Bel 1992, 
1993a; van Bel and Oparka 1995). One major difficulty is to measure the plasmodesmal 
frequencies with high accuracy. Quantifications based on the structural analyses of a 
few ultrathin sections are influenced by various factors like cell arrangement, cell size 
and cell shape, and are therefore often imprecise (Fisher 1990; Botha 1992; Botha and 
van Bel 1992). Moreover, plasmodesmal distribution is not homogeneous in most cas
es, as the cell connections are aggregated in fields, which usually results in large stan
dard deviations in the counts of plasmodesmata (Botha 1992; Botha and van Bel 1992; 
van Bel 1993a). Thus, small variations in plasmodesmal frequency can hardly be de
tected. 

Another problem is that the apparent symplasmic connectivity may differ substan
tially depending on the unit of frequency that was chosen for the calculation (Fisher 
1990; cf. also Botha 1992; Botha and van Bel 1992). In order to facilitate the compari
son of different tissues or of similar tissues of distinct plant species, plasmodesmal 
frequencies have often been calculated using relative units. The plasmodesmal fre
quencies have been computed, e.g. as the percentage of the total number of plasmo
desmata at each cell interface or as the plasmodesmal density, i.e. the number of plas
modesmata llm -lor llm -2 cell interface (van Bel et al. 1988). However, these calcula
tions have been criticized because they do not necessarily reflect the actual symplas-
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mic connectivity between the cells (for detailed discussion see Fisher 1990). A reliable 
estimation of the effective symplasmic connectivity can only be deduced from the ab
solute plasmodesmal frequencies, i.e. from the total number of plasmodesmata at the 
entire cell interface. 

Plasmodesmal frequencies and functional transport capacities have been calculat
ed for a number of highly specialized cell or tissue types, e.g. for the root endodermis 
(Robards and Clarkson 1976) or root hairs (Kurkova and Vakhmistrov 1984), for sev
eral glands and nectary trichomes (e.g. Gunning and Hughes 1976; Eleftheriou and 
Hall 1983; Sawidis et al. 1987; Robards and Stark 1988; reviewed in Eleftheriou 1990), 
for wood rays (Sauter and Kloth 1986), and for maturing fibres of developing cotton 
seeds (Ryser 1992; for reviews and other examples, see also Robards 1976; Robards and 
Lucas 1990). It was concluded that the number of plasmodesmata observed at the re
spective interfaces is adequate to cope with the symplasmic transport capacity re
quired (reviewed in Robards and Lucas 1990; see also Gunning and Robards 1976). 
Plasmodesmal transport capacities of 1 to 8 x 10 - 19 mol plasmodesma - 1 s - 1 have, 
for example, been calculated for the cells engaged in the short-distance transport of 
sugars (Sauter and Kloth 1986). Van Bel (1993a) pointed out that, generally, special care 
should be taken when computing functional transport rates on the basis of plasmo
desmal frequency data. It should be taken into account that neither the total diameter 
of the plasmodesmal cylinder, nor the entire cytoplasmic sleeve is available for sym
plasmic transport. Actual symplasmic transport presumably takes place through the 
eight to ten micro channels of about 2-3 nm which were left between the globular par
ticles situated in the cytoplasmic sleeve (e.g. Overall et al. 1982; Terry and Robards 
1987; Ding et al. 1992). Thus, computations which are based on the total optical diam
eter of plasmodesmata (20-80 nm) might overestimate the effective symplasmic 
transport rate up to 50-fold (van Bel 1993a). 

Another fundamental point of criticism should be considered. Predictions of sym
plasmic transport capacities based only on plasmodesmal frequency data implicitly 
presume that the transport capacity of all plasmodesmata is roughly the same. Thus, 
the validity of the computations depends on the premise that plasmodesmata are uni
form (van Bel 1992, 1993a; van Bel and Oparka 1995). In fact, however, there is a grow
ing body of evidence that plasmodesmata are dynamic structures and that different 
types of cell connections vary substantially with respect to structural and/or function
al properties (reviewed in Robards and Lucas 1990; Lucas et al. 1993; EpeI1994). 

For example, the complex pore/plasmodesma units (PPUs) in the phloem tissue evi
dently have specialized structural and functional properties, although they develop 
from simple plasmodesmata (see Chap. 15). The molecular exclusion limit (MEL) of 
the PPUs was shown to lie between 10 and 40 kDa (Kempers and van Bel 1997) and is 
therefore considerably higher than the basal MEL or the basal size exclusion limit 
(SEL) of normal plasmodesmata, which are usually in the order of 0.8 to 1 kDa (re
viewed in Robards and Lucas 1990; Lucas et al. 1993). The high MEL of the PPUs was 
supposed to be a functional adaptation serving the assumed protein transport 
between the companion cells and the enucleate mature sieve elements (see Chap. 16). 
The highly branched cell connections that develop during the sink-to-source transi
tion in the course of leaf development in different plant species were also thought to 
differ from simple plasmodesmata in having special functional abilities (see Chaps.lO, 
15). The specialized plasmodesmata might be needed to adjust the available symplas-
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mic pathways to the new transport requirements occurring during the developmental 
reorganization of the leaf symplasm. Similarly, specialized functional properties have 
been suggested for the different types of plasmodesmata in the leaves of monocotyle
dons, particularly for the structurally complex plasmodesmata traversing the suberin 
lamella that often occurs in the walls of either the mestome sheath in C3 plants or the 
bundle sheath in C4 plants (see Chap. IS). Special attention has also been paid to the 
presence of conspicuous sphincter structures that were supposed to function in the 
regulation of plasmodesmal permeability (reviewed in Olesen and Robards 1990; Rob
ards and Lucas 1990; also Robinson-Beers and Evert 1991). 

Yet, plasmodesmata with specialized functional capacities do not necessarily show 
striking structural peculiarities. Biochemical and molecular studies have revealed 
plant organ- and tissue-specific differences in the composition of plasmodesmata (re
viewed in Epe11994) which might indicate functional plasmodesmal variability. Direct 
evidence for a diversity in plasmodesmal permeability has been presented by Erwee 
and Goodwin (1985), who showed that the basal SEL of the plasmodesmata varies 
slightly between different plant organs and tissues of Egeria in the range of about 0.4 
and 0.7 kDa. The differences in SEL were found to correlate partly with variations in 
the radius of the plasmodesmal neck regions. A basal SEL well above the normal size 
of 0.8 kDa has been reported for the plasmodesmata of the vascular parenchyma cells 
in the crease regions of wheat grain (Wang and Fisher 1994). Similarly, Waigmann and 
Zambryski (1995) have shown a basal SEL of even 7 kDa for the plasmodesmata in to
bacco trichome cells. On the other hand, evidence has been given that apparently nor
mal plasmodesmata might be non-functional as well. The presence of plasmodesmata 
at a cell interface obviously does not necessarily imply actual symplasmic connectiv
ity. Dye-coupling studies on the nectary trichomes of Abutilon (Terry and Robards 
1987) revealed that dye-coupling occurs between all trichome cells. However, the in
jected fluorochrome never moves from the basal cell of the trichome into the cells of 
the underlying nectary, although more than 10 plasmodesmata JIm -2 wall were ob
served at this particular interface (Gunning and Hughes 1976). Similar functional 
transport barriers, at sites where remarkable numbers of apparently normal plasmo
desmata were present, showed up at five defined cell interfaces in the extrastelar tis
sues of Egeria (Erwee and Goodwin 1985) and at the interface between maturing 
guard cells of Allium and Commelina and the surrounding cells(see Palevitz and He
pler 1985). In addition, Epel et al. (1992) reported that movement of IAA is strongly 
polar within the mesocotyl of corn seedlings in spite of the approximately equal plas
modesmal frequencies at all cell interfaces in this tissue. 

Besides permanent differences in plasmodesmal permeability, transient changes in 
plasmodesmal functioning have been observed. Gating of plasmodesmata, i.e. rever
sible widening or closure of the cell connections, may occur in response to endoge
nous signals or as a reaction to changes in the cell environment (reviewed in Robards 
and Lucas 1990; Lucas et al. 1993; Epe11994; van Bel and Oparka 1995; see Chap. ll). 
The reversible regulation of the plasmodesmal permeability may be of such impor
tance that gating of plasmodesmata in parenchymatous tissues might be more decisive 
for determining intercellular transport than the plasmodesmal frequencies (Epel et al. 
1992; cf. also van Bel and Oparka 1995). 

All these findings on the diversity and the dynamics of plasmodesmal functioning 
illustrate that estimation of the actual rate of symplasmic connectivity inferred from 
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the number of plasmodesmata is a risky enterprise. Plasmodesmal frequency data 
may be helpful for detecting putative intercellular transport routes because abundance 
of plasmodesmata at least indicates a potential symplasmic pathway. The actual func
tional transport capacity, however, should be proved additionally by functional analy
ses like dye-coupling experiments or electrophysiological studies (see van Bel and 
Oparka 1995; Botha and Cross 1997). Yet, it should be noted that these methods also 
have limitations with respect to the assessment of the in vivo functioning (e.g. van der 
Schoot and van Bel 1990; Oparka and Prior 1992). 

In contrast, lack of plasmodesmata at a particular cell interface can be interpreted 
as an unmistakable indication of a symplasmic discontinuity between the cells. Full 
symplasmic isolation, leading to the formation of symplasmic domains, was assumed 
to be indispensable to the functioning of certain specialized cell types. Latex produc
tion probably profits from the symplasmic discontinuity between laticifers and the ad
jacent phloem and ray parenchyma cells (De Fay et al. 1989). The highly specialized 
guard cells are a more prominent example. As has been shown in structural studies 
and dye-coupling experiments (Wille and Lucas 1984; Erwee et al. 1985; Palevitz and 
Hepler 1985; see Lucas et al. 1993), the mature guard cell pair is symplasmically fully 
isolated from the adjoining epidermal or subsidiary cells and presumably functions as 
an independent symplasmic domain. Supposedly, the symplasmic isolation is essential 
for the controlled ion fluxes that are required for the regulation of the osmotic poten
tials responsible for the reversible closure of the stomatal pore. Remarkably, symplas
mic isolation has also been reported for the modified stomata of the floral nectary of 
Vicia faba, which presumably cannot regulate the pore aperture (Davis and Gunning 
1992). 

As for the detection of symplasmic domains, the probably best-studied tissues are 
those involved in phloem transport. The low plasmodesmal frequencies which were 
observed between the sieve element/companion cell-complexes (SE/CC complexes) 
and the adjacent phloem parenchyma (PP) cells in the stem transport phloem of dif
ferent plant species (Hayes et al. 1985; van Bel and Kempers 1990; Kempers et al. 1998) 
have been interpreted as an indication of symplasmic discontinuity at this particular 
interface (see van Bel 1993b, 1996; van Bel and Kempers 1996). This assumption found 
support by functional studies such as dye-coupling experiments (van Bel and Kempers 
1990; Oparka et al. 1992; van Bel and van Rijen 1994; Rhodes et al. 1996) and electro
physiological analyses, which revealed striking differences in membrane potentials 
between the SE/CC complex and the adjacent PP cells (van der Schoot and van Bel 
1989; van Bel and Kempers 1990; van Bel and van Rijen 1994; van Bel 1996). Supposed
ly, adjoining SE/CC complexes, interconnected longitudinally via the sieve plates or 
laterally via the PPUs, form a multicellular symplasmic domain that is isolated from 
the surrounding PP cells (van Bel and Kempers 1990; see van Bel 1993b). To date, ex
cised tissues have mostly been used for functional studies on the transport phloem, 
but this symplasmic isolation has also been observed recently to occur in intact plants 
(Oparka et al.1994; Knoblauch and van Bel 1998; but see Patrick and Offier 1996). The 
symplasmic discontinuity might play an important role in the dual physiological func
tioning of the stem transport phloem. Firstly, in controlling the release of photosyn
thates along the phloem pathway, which is required for the growth and maintenance of 
the heterotrophic stem tissues including the cambium. Secondly, in facilitating the car
rier-mediated retrieval of photosynthates along the phloem pathway in order to main-
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tain the pressure gradient and to nourish the terminal sinks (see van Bel 1993b; van 
Bel and Oparka 1995; also van Bei1996 for a more elaborate discussion). Moreover, it 
has been discussed that gating of the sporadic plasmodesmata at the interface between 
the SE/CC-complex domain and the PP cells might allow gradual changes in symplas
mic (dis)continuity and might therefore possibly influence the balance between sugar 
release and retrieval (see Lucas et al.1993; van Bel and Oparka 1995; Patrick and Oftler 
1996; van Bel 1996). 

Special attention has also been paid to the phloem-loading zone in the leaves where 
assimilates are transported from the photosynthesising mesophyll into the sieve ele
ments (SE) of the minor veins (for detailed discussion see Chap. 15). Yet, it remained a 
matter of debate as to whether the mode of phloem loading is universal among all 
plant species. Gamalei (1985, 1989) observed that the plasmodesmal frequencies at the 
decisive interface between the SE/CC complexes and the adjacent phloem parenchyma 
or bundle-sheath cells differ by a factor 103 in the phloem-loading zone of different 
plant species «0.1 to > 10 plasmodesmata pm -2 interface). An abundance of plasmo
desmata indicates a continuous symplasmic transport pathway from the mesophyll to 
the SE and would therefore demand only one symplasmic domain. Paucity or absence 
of plasmodesmata, however, points to the existence of at least two symplasmic do
mains. Thus, an apoplasmic step would be required in the transport of photosynthates 
(see Chap. 15). 

The well-examined interface between SE/CC complex and adjacent cells is only part 
of the whole phloem-loading pathway extending from the most distal mesophyll cells 
to the SEs in the minor veins. In principle, symplasmic discontinuity, which marks the 
borderline between different functional domains might occur at any other site on the 
way from the mesophyll to the SEs. Therefore, studies on the symplasmic connectivity 
have been extended to the entire phloem-loading zone (see the literature cited in van 
Bel et al. 1988; Fisher 1990; Botha 1992; Botha and van Bel 1992; cf. also van Bel 1992, 
1993a for discussions about the experimental limitations). On the basis of plasmodes
mal frequencies, a correlation between the symplasmic connectivity in the mesophyll 
tissues and the respective modes of phloem loading seems to emerge (Fig. 1). In Popu
lus (Russin and Evert 1985), Coleus (Fisher 1986; Fig. lA), Cananga (Fisher 1990), and 
Moricandia (Beebe and Evert 1992), the plasmodesmal densities between the meso
phyll elements were found to be markedly higher than in Solanum (McCauly and Evert 
1989), Spinacia (Warmbrodt and VanDerWoude 1990), and Vicia (Bourquin et al. 1990; 
Fig. IB). The first group includes representatives of families which are classified as 
symplasmic phloem loaders, except for Moricandia (Brassicaceae), while the species of 
the second group belong to families with an apoplasmic minor vein configuration. 
This suggests a limited symplasmic transport in the entire phloem-loading zone of the 
apoplasmic species. 

A few studies have examined the occurrence of symplasmic domains using entire 
plant organs or even plant organisms. Erwee and Goodwin (1985) were the first to dis
cover symplasmic domains in the extrastelar tissues of the Egeria plant. Van der 
Schoot and van Bel (1989, 1990), who carried out a systematic screening of membrane 
potential differences in tomato stem tissues, revealed the existence of cell clusters 
showing distinct membrane potentials. This finding suggested electric isolation 
between the adjacent cell clusters and indicated symplasmic discontinuity between 
different symplasmic domains, as plasmodesmata are channels for electric conduc-
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Fig. lA, B. Plasmodesmograms of the zones around the minor veins in Coleus (A Fisher 1986) and Vi
cia (B Bourquin et a!. 1990) which are transformations of tabulated data. The striping density between 
the cells reflects the respective plasmodesma! density (number of plasmodesmata )lm -2 cell inter
face). Coleus (A), a species with symplasmic phloem loading, shows high plasmodesma! densities 
between the mesophyll elements which points to a well-equipped symplasmic transport pathway in 
the whole phloem-loading zone. Low plasmodesmata densities occur between the mesophyll cells of 
the apoplasmic phloem loader Vicia (B), which might indicate a limited symplasmic transport in the 
entire phloem-loading zone. PP Palisade parenchyma; SP spongy parenchyma; BS bundle sheath 

tance (Overall and Gunning 1982). The symplasmic domains identified by differences 
in membrane potentials turned out to correspond with those detected by subsequent 
dye-coupling experiments (van der Schoot and van Bel 1990). 

3 Plant Development: Changes in Plasmodesma I Frequencies 
and the Occurrence of Symplasmic Domains 

During plant development, modifications of the symplasmic organization might re
quire restructuring of symplasmic communication and transport pathways. This 
transformation probably correlates with changes in the plasmodesmal frequency due 
to the de novo formation of secondary plasmodesmata (Kollmann and Glockmann 
1991; see Chap. 10) or to the disappearance of cell connections in the course of devel
opmental processes (see Lucas et al. 1993). 

Although different mechanisms have been discussed for the de novo formation of 
plasmodesmata in preexisting cell walls (cf. Jones 1976; Lucas et al. 1993; Lucas and 
Gilbertson 1994; and Monzer 1990,1991; Kollmann and Glockmann 1991; Ehlers and 
Kollmann 1996a), there is general agreement on the fact that the formation of second
ary plasmodesmata is integrated in normal plant development (for reviews see Jones 
1976; Robards and Lucas 1990; Lucas et al. 1993). Based on structural and functional 
observations, van der Schoot et al. (1995) showed that secondary plasmodesmata are 
formed during the gynoecium development of Catharanthus, establishing a new cell
to-cell communication pathway between the fusing carpels. Schnepf and Sych (1983) 
and Seagull (1983) reported that plasmodesmal densities obviously do not decline as 
a result of cell elong~tion and wall expansion during the development of Sphagnum 
leaflets or in the cours~ of root development in different species. Thus, secondary plas
modesmata formation must have been involved in the maintenance of the existing 
communication pathways. In contrast, Gunning (1978) found no evidence for the for-
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mation of secondary plasmodesmata in growing Azalla roots. He observed that each 
of the newly produced mesophytes forms less plasmodesmal contacts in its division 
wall instead, which leads to a gradual reduction of plasmodesmal frequency towards 
the root tip. The resulting increase in symplasmic discontinuity of the apical root cell 
in particular was thought to be the regulatory factor for determining the limited 
growth of this plant organ. 

Selective loss of plasmodesmata leading to symplasmic isolation has been shown to 
occur during the development of reproductive cells. It turned out to be a universal rule 
that tissues belonging to different plant generations are not symplasmically intercon
nected by plasmodesmata (Carr 1976; Jones 1976; Robards 1976; Oparka and Gates 
1981; Offler et al.1989; McDonald et al.1996 and literature cited). Consistent symplas
mic discontinuity has been observed at the interface between the maternal and em
bryonic tissues. This suggests a compulsory apoplasmic step in the transport pathway 
to the growing embryo which is sometimes marked by the occurrence of transfer cells 
(e.g. Offler et al. 1989). Uptake of substances into the embryonic tissues occurs via the 
carrier-mediated apoplasmic pathway exclusively and can be precisely controlled. The 
strict symplasmic isolation obviously guarantees that the domains with different ge
netic sets are kept separated so that no mutual influence can take place. Particularly in 
the light of recent findings, suggesting that transport of macromolecules through plas
modesmata influences developmental processes (e.g. Lucas 1995), the symplasmic dis
continuity might be imperative for the autonomous development of the plant embryo. 

Symplasmic isolation might be a universal prerequisite for cell differentiation, as 
symplasmic discontinuity has often been found to occur simultaneously or even prior 
to differentiation processes. Xuhan and van Lammeren (1994), for example, observed 
that the plasmodesmata between the three cell layers of the developing seed coat of 
Ranunculus scleratus disappear gradually. After their symplasmic segregation, the 
cells of the seed coat layers go through a different development. Palevitz and Hepler 
(1985) showed that the functional plasmodesmata at the interfaces between the moth
er guard cell, or the young guard cells and the surrounding cells are selectively down
regulated as soon as the guard cells begin to swell, but well before the stomatal pore 
begins to open. The plasmodesmata between the stomatal precursors and the adjoin
ing epidermal or subsidiary cells become truncated at a later developmental stage, es
tablishing a permanent symplasmic isolation of the stoma domain (Wille and Lucas 
1984; Erwee et al. 1985; Palevitz and Hepler 1985). Similarly, it has been shown that the 
precursors of the SE/CC complexes in the stem cambium become increasingly sym
plasmically isolated before the SE/CC complexes differentiate (van Bel and van Rijen 
1994). The plasmodesmata of the SE/CC precursors are gradually shut off at all inter
faces, beginning at the transverse walls which develop into sieve plates. After matura
tion, symplasmic discontinuity is obviously maintained at the interfaces with adjacent 
PP cells, whereas newly formed sieve pores open up between adjoining SEs. Symplas
mic discontinuity, imposed by loss or reversible plugging of plasmodesmata, has also 
been reported to occur prior to spermatogenesis at defined stages of the development 
of Chara antheridia and is supposed to be necessary for a divergent differentiation or 
an asynchronous mitotic activity of adjacent cells (Kwiatkowska and Maszewski 1985, 
1986; cf. also Maszewski and van Bel 1996; Chap. 12). A similar plugging of plasmodes
mata was observed in structural studies on embryogenic calluses derived from imma
ture embryos of Malinia caerulea (Ehlers 1998). Plugging of plasmodesmata occurs in 
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Figs. 2-9. Formation of symplasmic domains during development of embryogenic calluses of Molinia 
caerulea. The occurrence of plugged plasmodesmata indicates selective symplasmic isolation of cer
tain cells or cell clusters 

Fig. 2. Early stage in the development of an embryogenic callus. Globular, proembryogenic structures 
(arrowheads) have developed on a scutellar callus derived from immature embryos of Molinia caeru
lea. 16x. Bar 0.5 mm. (Kindly provided by Dr. G. Krumbiegel-Schroeren, University of Kiel, Germany) 

Fig. 3. Later stage in the development of an embryogenic callus of Molinia caerulea. Somatic embryos 
(arrowheads) have developed from the pro embryogenic structures. 16x. Bar 0.5 mm. (Kindly provid
ed by Dr. G. Krumbiegel-Schroeren, University of Kiel, Germany) 

Fig. 4. Inconspicuous plasmodesmata in a globular proembyogenic structure of Molinia caerulea. 
80000x. Bar 0.1 lim 

Figs. 5-8. Plugged plasmodesmata in a globular proembryogenic structure of Molinia caerulea. The 
plasmodesmata shown in Figs. 6, 7 were found in serial sections within the same cell wall. Note that the 
plugging electron-dense material is either located at the plasmodesmal neck region exclusively (5, ar
rowheads) or is found within almost the entire plasmodesma (6, 7). 80000x. Bars 0.1 lim 
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Fig. 9. EM section of a proembryogenic structure of Molinia caerulea, parts of which are presented in 
Figs. 4-8 at higher magnifications. The cells show no structural peculiarities, but conspicuous plugged 
plasmodesmata do occur in several cell walls, indicating a symplasmic discontinuity between particu
lar adjacent cells. This figure visualizes the pattern of symplasmic (dis)continuity between the cells 
that was deduced from the analyses of 12 ultrathin sections. Cell walls in which plugged plasmodesma
ta were observed are presented as black lines. White lines indicate the occurrence of presumably func
tional plasmodesmata. No plasmodesmata were observed in the cell walls presented as grey lines. Ob
viously, certain cells or groups of cells are symplasmically isolated from the surrounding cells. The 
striping pattern marks single isolated cells, while isolated cell clusters are marked by dotted patterns. 
The formation of symplasmically isolated domains might be a prerequisite for the subsequent differ
entiation processes. Plasmodesmata in the walls marked with 4 to 8, respectively, are shown enlarged 
in Figs. 4-8. 600x. Bar 20 11m 
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Figs. 10-14. Dye-coupling experiments on developing protoplast-derived microcalluses of Solanum 
nigrum indicate that the synchronization of mitotic activity is directly correlated with the symplasmic 
connectivity. Cells interconnected by functional plasmodesmata were found to divide synchronously. 
Asynchronous cell divisions occurred exclusively with those cell pairs that were isolated symplasmi
cally 

Fig. lOA-F. The possible developmental pathways in micro callus formation deduced from long-term 
observation on individual cells are shown on the left. Results of the dye-coupling experiments on dis
tinct developmental stages (A-F) are presented on the right; n numbers of dye-coupling experiments 
performed. The numbers below represent the respective number of cell pairs that showed or did not 
show dye-coupling across the first division wall. Dye-coupling was observed with 96.6% of just divid
ed cell pairs (A cf. Fig. ll), indicating the occurrence of functional plasmodesmata in their division 
walls. Sister cells which underwent the next mitosis synchronously (A, B) and developed into a four
cell microcallus (B, C) remained interconnected symplasmically. Dye-coupling occurred with 98.6% 
of the synchronously dividing cells (B cf. Fig. 12). If only one of the sister cells started to divide (A, D), 
dye-coupling experiments showed ambiguous results; 53% of these cell pairs showed dye-coupling, 
while 47% were no longer interconnected symplasmically (D). Long-term observations revealed that 
those cell pairs that showed symplasmic continuity did not divide in a strictly asynchronous way, but 
the second cell started to divide before the sister cell had finished its cytokinesis (D, E). Finally, a four
cell micro callus was formed again (E, C). Thus, it can be assumed that symplasmically interconnected 
cells show a synchronous mitotic activity in general. Strictly asynchronous mitoses and the formation 
of three-cell microcalluses occurred exclusively in those cell pairs that were isolated symplasmically 
(D, F cf. Fig. 13). After asynchronous mitosis, the plasmodesmata in the first division wall might re
open, as dye-coupling was observed again for 74% of the three-cell micro calluses (F cf. Fig. 14). How
ever, those three-cell micro calluses that underwent a second asynchronous mitosis (F, E, C) remained 
isolated symplasmically. Symplasmic isolation therefore seems to be a prerequisite for asynchronous 
cell divisions 

Fig. 11A-C. Dye-coupling between the sister cells of a just divided Solanum nigrum cell pair indicates 
the occurrence of functional plasmodesmata in the young division wall. Two minutes after injection of 
Lucifer Yellow CH into the bottom cell (marked x in A) the fluorescent dye is distributed evenly with
in the cytoplasm of both sister cells (B). After 4 h, the dye is accumulated in the vacuoles (C) which 
might be due to the activity of anion carriers in the vacuolar membrane (cf. Robinson and Hedrich 
1991). 375x. Bar 20!lm 
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Fig.ll A 

Fig.13 A 

Fig.14 A 

Fig. 12A-C. Solanum nigrum sister cells that undergo their next mitosis synchronously as indicated by 
two nuclei occurring in each sister cell (arrowheads in A). The cells remain interconnected symplas
mically and show dye-coupling (B). Synchronous cell division leads to the formation of a four-cell mi
crocallus within 4 h (C); x injected cell. 375x. Bar 20 \lm 

Fig. 13A-C. Solanum nigrum sister cells that undergo their next mitosis asynchronously as indicated 
by two nuclei occurring in the bottom cell only (arrowheads in A). These cells are symplasmically iso
lated from each other and do not show dye-coupling (B). Asynchronous mitosis leads to the formation 
of a three-cell microcallus within 6 h (C); x injected cell. 375x. Bar 20 \lm 

Fig. 14A-C. Solanum nigrum three-cell microcallus, apparently developed from a symplasmically iso
lated cell pair that underwent an asynchronous mitosis (A). The injected dye is transported across the 
newly formed, vertical division wall as well as across the first, horizontal division wall, indicating that 
the plasmodesmata in the first division wall have obviously been reopened after asynchronous divi
sion (B, C); x injected cell. 375x. Bar 20 \lm 
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particular cell walls of the globular proembryogenic structures formed on scutellar 
callus (Fig. 2) which develop rapidly into somatic embryos (Fig. 3). Selective occlusion 
of plasmodesmata (Figs. 4, 5-8) leads to a complicated pattern of symplasmic 
(dis )continuity within the pro embryogenic structure, as the overall view implies (Fig. 
9). Certain cells or cell clusters obviously become isolated from the surrounding cells 
and might therefore function as more autonomous domains. At this early stage of de
velopment, the cells do not yet show any structural peculiarities, but their symplasmic 
isolation might be the first symptom of the desynchronization of mitotic activity and 
the initiation of differentiation processes in the course of embryogenesis in agreement 
with the findings with Chara (Kwiatkowska and Maszewski 1985,1986). 

Changes in the plasmodesmal connectivity and the implicit segregation of func
tional domains have also been observed in other meristematic tissues and may be pro
grammed events which playa key role in the control of growth and differentiation pro
cesses (cf. Lucas et al.1993; McLean et al.1997; for detailed discussion see Chap.l3). In 
the apical meristem of Iris, plasmodesmata close selectively during the transition from 
the vegetative to the reproductive state. Isolated symplasmic domains are formed 
which later develop into the respective flower components (Bergmans et al. 1993). 
Studies on the shoot apex of Silene co eli-rosa (Santiago and Goodwin 1988; cf. also Lu
cas et al. 1993) showed that the remarkably high mitotic activity following floral induc
tion is associated with a gradual downregulation of the plasmodesmal SEL. Recently, a 
direct correlation between synchronization of cell division activity and plasmodesmal 
permeability in higher plants has been demonstrated by dye-coupling experiments 
and long-term observations carried out on individual protoplast-derived micro callus
es (Ehlers and Kollmann 1996b). In these studies, functional plasmodesmata were 
usually observed in the division walls between just divided cell pairs (Figs. lOA, 11), 
but differences in symplasmic continuity may occur during further development. The 
sister cells that remained interconnected by functional plasmodesmata and still 
showed dye-coupling were always found to undergo the next cytokinesis synchro
nously and developed into four-cell micro calluses in any case (Figs. lOA, B, C, 12), al
though the mitoses did not always take place in a strictly simultaneous way (Figs. IDA, 
D, E, C). However, strictly asynchronous cell divisions and the formation of three-cell 
microcalluses were observed exclusively with those cell pairs that showed no dye
coupling and were obviously isolated symplasmically (Figs. IDA, D, F, l3). The sym
plasmic isolation was achieved presumably by gating of plasmodesmata, as no ultra
structural peculiarities were observed for the non-functional plasmodesmata between 
the asynchronously dividing sister cells so far. Closure of plasmodesmata must be re
versible, because non-functional plasmodesmata in the first division walls might be 
reopened after asynchronous mitoses and dye-coupling might occur between all cells 
of the three-cell micro calluses (Figs. 10F, 14). If a second asynchronous cell division 
took place, the plasmodesmata remained closed (Figs. lOF, E, C). It seems to be a gen
eral rule that adjacent cells interconnected by functional plasmodesmata divide syn
chronously, whereas asynchronous cell divisions obviously require at least temporary 
symplasmic isolation and a reversible closure of plasmodesmata (see Chaps. 12, l3). It 
remains to be proved, of course, whether this is true in planta. 

In the past years, it has often been stressed that the symplasmic transport of infor
mational macromolecules may playa crucial role in controlling plant development 
and morphogenesis (e.g. Lucas 1995; Lucas et al. 1995). As the examples given above 
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may indicate, symplasmic isolation leading to the formation of symplasmic domains 
is obviously also essential for controlled growth and differentiation processes. Sym
plasmic communication and symplasmic isolation might be regarded as the antago
nists that allow the precise balance between cell cooperation and cell autonomy re
quired for plant development and the functioning of the mature plant. 
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